COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY

Consistently ranked as one of Russia’s top universities, the Higher School of Economics is a leader in Russian education and one of the preeminent economics and social sciences universities in Eastern Europe and Eurasia. Our students come from all over the world to study in English or Russian in Bachelor’s, Master’s, doctoral, and non-degree programmes. Education at HSE combines a strong theoretical foundation with valuable practice-based experience.

Fields of study:

- Economics and Management
- World Economy and International Affairs
- Humanities
- Russian Studies
- Arts and Design
- Mathematics
- Communications and Media
- Social Sciences
- Physics
- Psychology
- Urban Studies
- Computer Science and Engineering
- Political Science and Area Studies
- Law
- Biology and Biotechnology
- Chemistry

admissions.hse.ru
facebook.com/HSE.english
youtube.com/hse
twitter.com/HSE_eng
instagram.com/hse_live
coursera.org/hse
HSE Moscow

Bachelor’s and Master’s programmes:

53

Bachelor’s programmes

128

Master’s programmes

Tuition fee:
5500 – 12000 USD* / year

Estimated cost of living per month:

Dormitory – 20 USD
Food – 250 USD
Transport – 15 USD
Internet, mobile connection – 10 USD
Entertainment and sports – 60 USD

Total: 355 USD

Non-degree programmes:

- Preparatory Year – 2900 USD
  hse.ru/prep
- Russian Language Courses – 1125 USD per semester
  hse.ru/en/rfl
- Summer University – 150 USD per 1 ECTS
  hse.ru/summer
- Semester in Moscow – 3000 USD
  hse.ru/semester
- Math in Moscow – 9000 USD per semester / 17 500 USD per academic year
  mccme.ru/mathinmoscow
- Doing Business in Russia – 1500 EUR
  hse.ru/doingbusiness

International Admissions:
admissions.hse.ru

Phone: +7 (495) 531 0059
E-mail: inter@hse.ru
**HSE Saint Petersburg**

**Bachelor’s and Master’s programmes:**

**12**

Bachelor’s programmes

**17**

Master’s programmes

**Tuition fee:**

4000 – 5800 USD* / year

**Estimated cost of living per month:**

- **Dormitory** – 15 USD
- **Food** – 180 USD
- **Transport** – 15 USD
- **Internet, mobile connection** – 10 USD
- **Entertainment and sports** – 60 USD

**Total:** 280 USD

---

**English-taught programmes:**

**3**

Bachelor’s programmes

**5**

Master’s programmes

**Non-degree programmes:**

- Semester in Saint Petersburg – 100 USD per 1 ECTS
  [spb.hse.ru/international/freemover]
- Summer Schools – from 135 EUR per 1 ECTS
  [spb.hse.ru/international/sumsch]
- Russian, Eurasian, and Post-Soviet Studies Programme – 18 000 USD
  [spb.hse.ru/international/russtudies]
- Annual IPSA – HSE Summer School in Concepts, Methods, and Techniques in Political Science – 100 USD for special courses / 300 USD for general courses
  [spb.hse.ru/ipsa]
- Topography of Imperial Power: Political and Cultural Space of Saint Petersburg – 1100 EUR
  [spb.hse.ru/impower]
- Intensive Russian Language and Culture Programme – 3850 USD
  [spb.hse.ru/io/summerrus]

International Admissions:
[spb.hse.ru/admissions]

Phone: +7 (812) 644 5911 *61583

E-mail: iadmission-spb@hse.ru
HSE Nizhny Novgorod

Bachelor’s and Master’s programmes:

9

Bachelor’s programmes

13

Master’s programmes

Tuition fee:
2300 – 3300 USD* / year

Estimated cost of living per month:

Dormitory – 10 USD
Food – 150 USD
Transport – 10 USD
Internet, mobile connection – 10 USD
Entertainment and sports – 60 USD
Total: 240 USD

Non-degree programmes:

• Semester in Nizhny Novgorod – 2000 USD
  nnov.hse.ru/en/intnn/exchange
• Russian Language Preparatory Course – 1800 USD
  nnov.hse.ru/en/intnn/langschool
• Summer Preparatory Course for International Students – 550 USD
  nnov.hse.ru/cpppk/rkiintensiv

International Admissions:
nnov.hse.ru/en/intnn
Phone: +7 (831) 416 9777
E-mail: enternn@hse.ru
Tuition fee:
2200 - 2500 USD* / year

Estimated cost of living per month:

- **Dormitory** – 10 USD
- **Food** – 120 USD
- **Transport** – 10 USD
- **Internet, mobile connection** – 10 USD
- **Entertainment and sports** – 60 USD

**Total:** 210 USD

*This calculation is intended for estimation purposes only (1 USD = 60 RUB)

Non-degree programmes:

- Russian Language, History and Culture International Summer School – 320 EUR (180 EUR for food and hostel)
  perm.hse.ru/summerschool2018
- Russian as a Foreign Language – 1100 USD for full programme / 750 USD for intensive programme
  perm.hse.ru/en/admissions/rusperm

International Admissions:
perm.hse.ru/en/admissions/rusperm

Phone: +7 (342) 254 4164
E-mail: admissionsperm@hse.ru
HOW TO APPLY

The admission procedure is online-based.

Register your personal account on our website.

- Choose a programme
- Submit an application form
- Take the entrance exams (for Bachelor’s) / Submit your portfolio (for Master’s)
- Receive a letter of acceptance and confirm the enrolment
- Prepare all required documents

Application deadline: **August, 20**

Classes start: **September 1**

For more information, please visit [admissions.hse.ru](http://admissions.hse.ru)

Scholarships Projects

Each year, HSE awards a number of **full-tuition and partial scholarships*** to international students. Our scholarships are merit-based and depend on students’ exam scores and portfolios. Once the application form submitted, every applicant is considered for a scholarship.

*Please note that scholarships are not available for some programmes.*
Website: hse.ru

Phone: +7 (495) 531 0059

E-mail: inter@hse.ru